What to Do With a 401(k) When You
Change Jobs
Shop around for great fund choices and low investment
expenses before moving your money.
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Often you have to wait to join your new employer's 401(k) plan, but that
shouldn't stop you from saving on your own.

EVERY TIME YOU CHANGE jobs, you need to decide what to do with your
old 401(k) plan. This can be a time to seek better mutual fund choices and
lower investment costs. But it’s also important to take care to avoid fees and
taxes when you move your money. Here’s how to manage your 401(k) plan
when you move on to a new job:
[See: 10 401(k) Facts Everyone Should Know.]
Don’t cash out the plan. It can be tempting to withdraw all the money in your
401(k) plan each time you change jobs, but this is typically a poor financial
decision. Withdrawals from 401(k)s before age 55 are typically subject to
income tax and a 10 percent early withdrawal penalty, which will easily
eliminate a large chunk of your savings. A 40-year-old worker in the 25
percent tax bracket who withdraws $10,000 from his 401(k) plan will get only
$6,500 after paying federal taxes and penalties.
Keep the money in tax-preferred accounts. Once you have resolved not to
cash out your 401(k) plan, you have three options that will allow you to avoid
paying income tax and the early withdrawal penalty: leave the money in your
old 401(k) plan, roll it over to an individual retirement account or shift the
balance to your new employer’s 401(k) plan. It’s a good idea to compare all
three options to see which is likely to produce the best results.
Figure out where you can get the best investment options. Generally,
401(k) plans offer a limited array of investment options, while IRAs offer a
much greater diversity of investment choices. In some cases, large employers
use their bargaining power to select investments that are better and have
lower fees than what you could find on your own in an IRA. However, many
401(k)s have poor investments with abnormally high fees, in which case you’d
be better off moving the money into a different account. "Most 401(k) plans
don’t give you a lot of choices as far as investments within those plans, so it
makes sense to roll the money out to a rollover IRA, and then you have
access to any fund you want and you can choose low-cost funds," says Gerry
Barrasso, a certified financial planner and founder of United Financial
Planning Group in New York.
Search for low-cost funds. The investment costs you pay directly cut into
your returns. If you can find similar funds outside your 401(k) plan that charge
much lower fees, you will be better off switching accounts. "Some 401(k)s
have very high expenses, and in that case, it makes sense to find a better
deal," says Dana Levit, a certified financial planner for Paragon Financial

Advisors in Newton, Massachusetts "Make sure you are going into something
that is truly better if you are going to roll out of your 401(k)."
Roll over the money directly to the new financial institution. It’s a good
idea to have your rollover paid directly to the new retirement plan. If the 401(k)
balance is paid to you, 20 percent of the balance will be withheld for income
tax. Then you will have 60 days to put the entire distribution, including the
withheld 20 percent, into a new retirement account. If you fail to make the
deposit within two months, you will have to pay income tax, and if you're under
age 55, you will have to pay the early withdrawal penalty. For example, if you
have $10,000 in a 401(k) plan, your former employer will withhold $2,000 and
give you a check for $8,000. To avoid paying income tax and the early
withdrawal penalty, you will need to deposit that $8,000 and $2,000 from
another source into another retirement account within 60 days. In you only roll
over the $8,000, the $2,000 will be considered income and taxes, and
potentially the early withdrawal penalty will be applied to it. It’s much simpler
to have the account balance directly paid to the trustee of the new plan, in
which case no tax will be withheld. "You want to do an electronic transfer
directly from the 401(k) to an IRA so there is no tax implication or anything like
that," Barrasso says.
SPONSORED
Compare vetted financial advisors matched to your requirements
Choosing the right financial advisor is daunting, especially when there are
hundreds of financial advisors near you. You save time and gain peace of
mind by knowing that the 2 to 3 matched advisors are experienced
professionals and hold clean records. Compare vetted financial advisors
registered with FINRA/SEC near you.
Watch out for vesting schedules. While you always get to keep the money
you contribute to a 401(k) plan, you don’t get to keep your employer’s
contributions until you are vested in the plan. Find out when you become
vested in your current 401(k) plan before you leave your job. "Depending on
the dollar amount, it may make sense to wait until you vest," Barrasso says.
"But you may not want to miss an opportunity for a small dollar amount if it is
not significant."
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Keep saving during waiting periods. You may not be eligible to join the
401(k) plan on your first day at a new job. Some employers have waiting
periods of a few months or even a year before new employees are allowed to
start using the plan. "I like to have them put that money that they would have
put into a 401(k) into a savings account or an investment account," Levit says.
Factor in your age. If you lose or quit your job in the year you turn 55 or later,
you can take 401(k) withdrawals without incurring the 10 percent early
withdrawal penalty. But if you roll the money into an IRA or a new 401(k),
you’ll have to wait until age 59½ to avoid the early withdrawal penalty. "If you
think you might need the money between ages 55 and 59½, you will be better
off leaving the money in the 401(k) because you can access that money
without paying the early withdrawal penalty," says Henry Gorecki, a certified
financial planner and principal for HG Wealth Management in Chicago.
Consider the value of consolidating accounts. A person who works five
different jobs could very well have five different 401(k) plans. That’s a lot of
statements to examine every quarter, and it could be difficult to analyze
whether you are using appropriate funds and are properly diversified. In some
cases, you may qualify for lower fees or other perks if you maintain a large
account balance at a single financial institution, which is easier to do if you
have a large portion of your money in one place. "It’s easier to work with
bigger pools of money and diversify," Gorecki says. "It’s nice to sweep things
behind you and keep rolling those 401(k)s into the same rollover IRA
account."
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